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Partner with 65 Years of POS Experience
		





You want the best for your business, so why not partner with an industry-leading point of sale (POS) support and customer service provider? Business Machines Company (bmc) gives you the advantage of local experts to implement POS solutions for your business in Michigan, Ohio, Kentucky, or Indiana. Our team gives you the service of best practices in data creation, custom development, installation, and training. Our local technicians also provide ongoing technical support and updates to ensure our customers’ POS solutions always deliver optimal performance.
						





As an authorized NCR, PAR, and TGCS reseller, we offer today’s latest features, including Software as a Service (SaaS) and Hardware as a Service (HaaS) solutions. We’ll also help you upgrade to contactless payments, eCommerce, online ordering, self-service kiosks, and mobility. Our leadership team participates in various advisory councils, boards, and committees to ensure you are at the forefront of emerging technologies. Additionally, our entire team of professionals is certified on a variety of hardware and software platforms to ensure your system is exactly what you need.
						
















What Sets bmc's POS Solutions Apart?
		





See why bmc is a market leader in point of sale solutions in Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky, and nationwide 
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Extensive Expertise
		





Since 1958, bmc has helped set the standard for dependable point of sale solutions.
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Industry Knowledge
		





We tailor our flexible, customizable solutions to your industry and your business.						
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Future-Proof Solutions
		





Our scalable solutions easily grow with your business and adapt to changing demands.						























POS Solutions for All Aspects of Your Business
		





















Kiosk							











Kiosk						


Combat labor shortages and give customers more control with self-service ordering and checkout solutions for any industry.						


























eCommerce							











eCommerce						


Our eCommerce solutions seamlessly integrate with your POS system and allow you to avoid excessive third-party platform fees.						


























Payments							











Payments						


We offer reliable payment processing solutions that give customers payment choice and secure data with PCI-certified P2PE.						































Loyalty Programs							











Loyalty Programs						


Gift and loyalty programs integrated with your POS solution help boost customer engagement, retention, and repeat business.						


























Mobile POS							











Mobile POS						


Assist customers on the sales floor or curbside with mobile solutions, keeping lines short and increasing customer satisfaction. 						


























Electronic Shelf Labels							











Electronic Shelf Labels						


Electronic shelf labels (ESLs) make it easy to feature updated product information and pricing across your operation.						


























We Have POS Solutions for Your Industry
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Stay ahead of the curve with grocery POS systems from bmc. Our software allows you to optimize checkout processes at the counter. eCommerce integration with our software lets you meet demand for online delivery or curbside pickup orders.


		











[image: ]Hospitality
Our POS systems for hospitality and restaurant businesses allow your team to take orders and make payments at the table. They streamline back-of-house processes by integrating with kitchen display systems (KDS) and online ordering platforms like DoorDash and Uber Eats. 
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Flexible retail POS solutions automate inventory management processes and create seamless omnichannel shopping journeys. Use customer relationship management features to personalize promotions and build loyalty, whether shoppers engage online or in-store. 


		











[image: ]Thrift
Customized POS features like item categorization, pricing flexibility, and donation tracking make it easy for thrift stores to manage a diverse inventory and monitor their donations. You can also reach a larger audience and build loyalty with eCommerce integration. 
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POS features for pet stores include mobile management and payment options. You can provide “baker’s dozen” offers to build customer loyalty while catering to pet owners' needs to build customer satisfaction. Barcode and scale integration streamline checkout processes, keep lines short, and minimize shrinkage. 
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Our POS solutions for liquor stores are designed to help you maximize sales while operating compliantly. Our software supports age verification, blue laws, and specific state regulatory requirements. You can also build loyalty with bundle pricing and unique promotions like mix-and-match.
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We offer a range of features that make our POS systems ideal for tobacco shops. You can provide buying clubs to build customer loyalty and maintain visibility into inventory down to individual cigars. Our solutions also integrate with vendors’ scan data incentive programs to build monthly revenues.


		






















Our Loyal Partners
		
















We've established long-term partnerships with top hardware and software vendors to provide cutting-edge, contemporary POS solutions for the retail and hospitality industries.
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Ready to Streamline Operations and Boost Your Bottom Line?
		





An industry leader for over 65 years, bmc provides POS solutions designed to meet the unique needs of your industry. Get started today! 
		








Request a Demo
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Founded in 1958, Business Machines Company, Inc. has over 65 years of experience facilitating the growth of independent retailers using technology solutions. Continuing its rich history of listening and meeting customer needs, it offers relevant solutions from leading providers like NCR, PAR, and TGCS. Bmc’s certified professionals and leadership stay ahead in technology through advisory councils and committees.
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Contact Information
		





	


						
7833 Rickle St.
 Lansing, MI 48917


	


						
800.877.1732


	


						
[email protected]
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